INTRODUCTION
research (including, importantly, language) which theories based upon elaborations of stimulus-response concepts could not account for, or could account for only with great difficulty.
Neisser (55) , in an extremely influential book, emphasized that cognition is an active accomplishment requiring formative, constructive behaviors. The "cognitive revolution" in psychology was well under way. Research flourished in such widely diverse areas as memory, classification, problem solving, and particularly the study of language and language-related phenomena which were readily recognizable by anthropologists as phenomena they pondered in their studies of exotic peoples.
Unfortunately, a point that seems to have been lost in the rush to represent humankind in all its psychological complexity is that the rules of evidence for warranting technical statements about the operation of psychological processes did not change when psychologists ceased talking about reflexes and began to talk about plans and decisions. Loose talk is loose talk, and psychologists are as guilty of this professional hazard as any group of social scientists. But behind the loose talk of any discipline is a set of procedures which can be pointed to when the analyst is speaking technically. Psychologists have such procedures when they speak about the operation of one or another cognitive process, and these procedures universally rely on the observations of behavior at some point in the process.
To begin with, the psychologist must have a well-defined task which serves as the environment (or context) within which an informant's behavior can be framed. The tasks studied by cognitive psychologists are varied and it is no easy matter to determine what makes a task cognitive. Bartlett (3) made the useful suggestion that one posits and studies "thinking" whenever there is a gap in the necessary information available to an informant working on some task. The emphasis on extrapolation and transformation of information is also encountered often in the work of Bruner, Neisser, and others.
To be well defined, a task ought to yield at least information about the goal of the activity, the initial conditions confronting the informant, and the set of elements in the task environment that the informant confronts at any time. In other words, a well-defined task specifies all of the possible stimuli which the subject might have to attend to in the course of proceeding from one point in the solution of a task to another.
Next the cognitive psychologist requires a circumscribed and predetermined set of behaviors that are allowable within the task environment. If behaviors that are not a part of the analytic system have to be taken into account, it is not possible to specify the probability of one event (a response) relating to other events (stimuli) because the sample spaces for both sides of the function are of indeterminant size.
Finally, one must have a model which specifies the relationship between various states of the task environment (the stimuli) and the various "moves" (the behavior) of the informant within the task environment. "Cognitive process" then refers only to the model-generated function relating behaviors in the task environment to its different states.
It is rare to meet all these specifications completely, so analysts rely heavily on a fourth requirement: the specification of relations between behavior and task for systematic (parametric) variations in a range of principally similar task environments. In practice, this means giving subjects more than one problem of the same type or using problems which have enough states so that various "subgoals" can serve as "problems of the same type." "Remembering," for example, requires at a minimum that one have a presentation phase and a remembering phase of a task. A theory that specifies the remembering activities must always be predicated on the analyst's ability to specify performance differences for two or more states of the task environment (two or more retention intervals, kinds of stimulus materials, etc). In fact, most theory testing in cognitive psychology never makes the hypothetical processes available directly to the analyst. Rather, processes are inferred from differences between two or more task environments that differ in a model-relevant way (67). Insofar as this is true, cognitive psychologists do not study "what is in people's heads." They study differences in what people do in two or more highly similar task environments where behavior is severely restricted. Moreover, they rarely if ever base their theories on the behavior of individuals, but rather on the aggregated differences of behavior between theoretically differing tasks.
In the best described tasks in cognitive psychology, as in the work of Simon and his associates, thinking and its various subcategories (comparing, searching, retrieving, etc) are embodied in "precisely stated (computer) programs and the data structures" (69, p. 148). Like many cognitive theorists, Simon and Newell develop computer programs which simulate aspects of the subjects' behavior. Assuming that the analyst can show proper correspondence between what the program and the informant do in a specified task environment, the ability to program behavior becomes the guarantee for the reality of the psychological processes said to be inside the head.
However, the theory need not be embodied in a computer program. Equally explicit theories have been written in terms of an axiom system whose implications are worked out algebraically (22) , and the psychological literature is saturated with more prosaic theories of thinking based on extensive research in circumscribed sets of task environments. As the theories come to be couched in less specific and formalizable terms, the warrant for talking about particular cognitive processes in operation becomes progressively weaker. As we will try to make clear in the following sections, most anthropological statements on thinking fall at the extreme end of weakly defined operations for the specification of cognitive processes.
Implications for Cognitive Anthropology
Despite the antiseptic way in which we have presented the goals and ideal methods of cognitive psychological research, important similarities between the psychological enterprise-as-described and anthropological writings on the topic of thinking should be discernible.
In both disciplines we find practitioners referring to thinking as a process that goes on "inside the head." Consider the following statements from Simon & Newell (69, p. 147), "An explanation of the processes involved in human thinking requires reference to things going on inside the head"; and from Frake (27, p. 133), "If we want to account for behavior by relating it to the conditions in which it normally occurs, we require procedures for discovering what people attend to, what information they are processing, when they reach decisions which lead to culturally appropriate behavior. We must get inside our subjects' heads."
Both disciplines seek careful specification of the tasks that they describe. Despite these similarities, there are also some fundamental differences. Anthropologists seek out tasks that systematically represent the organization of activities across tasks within a community, whereas psychologists want to generalize across individuals within a task as a first step. The psychologist seeks conclusions about the within-informant workings of the human mind (as they can be specified for a given task environment) while the anthropologist is groping for conclusions about culture. For example, Geertz (29) provides us with a relatively detailed analysis of a Balinese cockfight (certainly a complex task) because it offers a "metasocial commentary" upon status relations within a community. Psychologists are less interested in the specification of a task within the system of tasks which mark the intellectual life of a community. The cognitive psychologist seeks maximal analysability of the way in which cognitive processes are operating in the task at hand.
The remaining differences can be seen to follow from this fundamental difference in orientation. The psychologist and anthropologist differ quite visibly in the kinds of tasks they study precisely because of the differences in the generalizations they want to make. Often the psychologist resorts to task environments which are impoverished from the point of view of everyday practice, precisely because without this impoverishment, analytic power is lost. The anthropologist generally does not try to create, and certainly would not rely solely on the use of a model environment for delineating the contexts for native behavior. The anthropologist would not carefully coach informants to restrict their attention to the problem-asgiven and their behaviors to those allowed. Instead, the informant's task must be inductively specified, through discovery procedures that gradually make clear what is going on. This inductive approach means that the ethnographer must discover both the "task environment" and the "behaviors." Again, to quote Black (8, p. 529), "The point is that we don't know much about a culture until we know what question is being answered; an act is not meaningful until one knows the context or stimulus."
As pointed out by Cole and Scribner (14, 65), by choosing different ways of proceeding in the delimitation of task environments, psychologists and anthropologists differentially restrict their conclusions. Psychologists are more efficient at modeling thought processes in specific task environments, but consequently have difficulty generalizing their results to adequate statements about the thinking anyone might do in other settings. Anthropologists aim their inquiries to a larger range of phenomena, but it is unclear how much they are able to specify about thinking.
MODES OF THOUGHT
One of the striking developments in recent studies of culturally organized belief systems, especially in England and on the Continent, is a revival of interest in the nineteenth century notion that "primitive" and "civilized" cultures are distinguishable, among other things, by a characteristic called their modes of thought.
The confusion that has suffused this topic from its inception has several sources which are our major concern here. The first involves the term "modes of thought" (or "mentality") as it appears in this discussion. In principle, anthropologists have followed Durkheim in maintaining a distinction between the formal properties of cultural belief systems ("collective representations") and the mental operations of individuals when thinking about (or "with") these belief systems. In practice, however, the distinction is difficult to maintain, as shown in the writings of Levy-Bruhl (46, 47). "Collective representations are social phenomena, like the institutions for which they account; ... social phenomena have their own laws, and laws which analysis of the individual qua individual could never reveal" (46, p. 63). This statement is followed by a multitude of assertions that are virtually impossible to interpret as being about other than individual thought processes: for example, "The preconnections, preperceptions, and preconclusions which play so great a part in the mentality of uncivilized peoples do not involve any logical activity; they are simply committed to memory" (46, p. 93).
There is little wonder that Boas and others could conclude that LevyBruhl was making statements about the operation of individual thought processes and admonish him with his own principle that there is no justification in concluding illogicality of individual thought from the falseness of cultural belief systems! Perhaps because our language relies too heavily on terminology that attributes traits to individuals, the confusion over "modes of thought" remains in current discussions. In their introduction to Modes of Thought (43), Horton & Finnegan never resolve the issue of the referent(s) of the phrase, nor do the contributors to their book. "Modes of thought" is applied variously to how people process information in well-defined tasks, the logic of beliefs, the logic of the activity in which the belief is used, cultural ideals embodying rules for thinking, and the "idiom" in which theory is cast. There is no agreement on whether it is the activities of individuals or cultural groups that are being referred to.
In the course of the discussion, a great deal of dispute turns on the second problematic area in this discussion: in those settings which furnish the data concerning primitive thinking, what precisely are the tasks in which people are engaged? Horton (41, 42) and others in the "intellectualist" tradition assert (in our terminology) that the "task" confronting the traditional and scientific thinker alike is to explain the world by building theory. The common purpose of theory in the settings in question is to place explanations in a broader context because the narrower context of common sense won't suffice. In our reading of Horton, it is the explanatory power of "modes of thought" as institutionalized systems of explanation, rather than as internal "mental operations," that distinguish traditional and scientific thought.
We read some of the more interesting critics (62, 70) of the intellectualist position as claiming that preliterate people who exhibit the characteristics of primitive thinking are not, in fact, engaged in the task of theoretical explanation. Tambiah, for example, maintains that ritual acts (which he claims statements reflecting primitive mentality to be) are "like illocutionary and 'performative' acts ... [they] have consequences, effect changes, structure situations, not in the idiom of 'Western Sciences' and 'rationality' but in terms of convention and normative judgment, and as solutions of existential problems and intellectual puzzles" (70, p. 226). Tambiah goes on to admit that magical activities may be directed toward curing a physical problem as well as toward maintaining the normative order. In effect, he is claiming that more than one task is involved in the instances cited, and hence more than one interpretation of the behavior.
From a cognitive-psychological perspective, the failure to find grounds for agreeing on task and behavior in the work reviewed is crippling to the effort to decide the status of claims about thinking offered by the various analysts. Nor should anyone rest content with those varieties of the discussion which are concerned with the logic of belief systems as reflective of either the logic or the thought processes of individuals. Cognitive psychologists currently treat "logical thinking" as a culturally elaborated, institutionalized procedure for drawing inferences; "logic," "deduction," and inference represent hypothetical processes compounded of elementary terms used as theoretical entities in explaining behavior in highly constrained environments of a special sort (64) and are not considered generic terms in the study of thinking.
Fortunately, it is not psychologists alone who take this view, which has been put to excellent use by Goody (39, 40) in a challenging set of essays on The Domestication of the Savage Mind. Goody suggests that many of the valid aspects of the primitive-civilized thought dichotomy "can be reduced to changes in the mode of communication, especially the introduction of various forms of writings" (39, p. 16). In particular, Goody states that The specific proposition is that writing, and more especially alphabetic literacy, make it possible to scrutinise discourse in a different kind of way by giving oral communication a semi-permanent form; this scrutiny favoured the increase in scope of critical activity, and hence of rationality, scepticism, and logic to resurrect memories of those questionable dichotomies....; the human mind was freed [by literacy] to study static "text" (rather than be limited by participation in the dynamic "utterance"), a process that enabled man to stand back from his creation and examine it in a more abstract, generalized, and "rational" way (p. 37).
The gradual increase in the sophistication of literate technology is seen as both cause and effect of increases in cognitive power in Goody's dialectical treatment of the interaction between task, technology, and actor. Where Goody points to a change in "mental technology" as a key differentiator of modes of thought, he makes contact with psychological discussions of cognition by attempting to specify changes in cognitive tasks and the behavior which they permit.
A similar line of argument, but one which literacy enters into only in passing, is presented in a provocative article by Shweder (66), who claims that "magical thinking is an expression of a cognitive-processing limitation of the human mind" (p. 637). Shweder's argument, which applies equally to "them" and "us" ["most of us have a 'savage' mentality most of the time" (p. 637)] is based upon an ingenious extrapolation of data showing that even college-educated American adults are not as likely to remember the nonoccurrence of an event as effectively as its occurrence. A consequence of this "memory limitation" is that the frequency of the co-occurrence of two events, rather than the correlational information about these events (which includes the combinations of their co-occurrence and nonoccurrences) is used to estimate the likelihood that one event will be followed by the other. When this memory limitation is combined with conceptual similarity between the events in question, conceptual similarity replaces the real covariation as the information relied on (in such statements as "fowl's excrement cures ringworm").
From our current perspective, Shweder is claiming that, unassisted, people everywhere face limitations on the kinds of information they have available to make causal inferences. They are prey to common confusions arising from the universal capacity to apprehend the similarity between objects and events in a variety of ways, and as a result, they make common errors of inference which are labeled "magical thinking" when they give rise to seemingly bizarre statements of the kind "twins are birds." An interesting link between Goody's claims about the consequences of literacy and Shweder's observations about confusion of causality with cooccurrence and similarity is that both point to ways in which literacy can change the structure of the information that people consider, thereby reducing the chances of error. The only conditions which Shweder reports as effective in getting people to consider true correlations is to have the information summarized in a contingency table, which (in effect) totally eliminates their dependence on memory and puts before them simultaneously all of the information necessary to draw the correct inference.
These new lines of thinking concerning the problems touched on in the modes of thought literature seem promising insofar as they make explicit the link between structure of the task environments, in terms of which people are doing their thinking, and the nature of the cognitive products. However, with Tambiah and others, we think it useful to remember that in many of the contexts where "magical thinking" is exhibited, it is very reasonable to assume that the informants are not engaged in the enterprise of doing theory, but in exerting social control.
COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY
In the mid-1950s, a small group of young anthropologists concerned with how to do better ethnographies borrowed some techniques from structural linguistics which seemed so impressively scientific at the time. They started a movement known variously as ethnographic semantics, cognitive anthropology, ethnoscience, and even the New Ethnography. Its basic concern for adequate description, well stated by Conklin (15) and Frake (26), for example, was obscured in the controversy surrounding its methods and its rhetoric.
Perhaps the first principle of cognitive anthropology was the quite sensible notion that people must somehow communicate about whatever is most important to them. Accordingly, a record of what it is that they talk about and name can offer an interesting gloss on what it is that they know. To paraphrase Frake's most cognitive sounding programmatic paper (25), such a record will not capture all of a cognitive system, but it will certainly represent an important part of it, namely, the part that people use in getting each other organized to attend to certain issues in everyday life. The definition of contrast and inclusion across native terms became the measure of native concern and knowledge (15, 25, 36).
This approach produced some quick victories, particularly in the area of kinship terminology (50), and also in the description of the use of native knowledge in the organization of subsistence (18) and social interactional systems (26, 38). The important thing to note about most of the advances is that they were embedded in long-term ethnographic research. The new ethnography offered some new data gathering and data presentation techniques, but it was successful to the extent that it was embedded in traditional ethnography by participant observation.
In the excitement of new advances, methods and claims began to outrun their original purposes, and the specifics of the taxonomic representation of people's knowledge began to replace a concern for the people and the uses they might make of their knowledge. Although Frake (25) was clear to warn that use had to be the primary starting point of analysis and behavior the ultimate criterion for success in any analysis, we have had to wait until recent years to get a systematic body of accounts of the situational variability in the meaning of terms [e.g. Casson (13), Rosaldo (59)]. Between its ethnographic beginning and most recent developments, cognitive anthropology earned its name as an attempt to understand the thought patterns of peoples in different cultures. There are three strands to this effort for us to review for their statements about cognition.
Testing for Psychological Reality
Once ethnographic accounts of various cultural domains began to record conflicting taxonomies or domains too fuzzy to put within the confines of a taxonomic chart, one immediate response was to probe deeper into native naming behavior to uncover a more real (in the sense of "psychologically real") representation of native knowledge. Although the effort was unfailingly ethnographic in the sense that analysts were still interested in the best way to represent the specifics of the knowledge system of a particular people, the techniques used in these accounts of psychological reality (triads tests, for example) were quite divorced from participation in the everyday life of the people under analysis. This is an intriguing development in that it marks a move to more careful constraining of task environments and shows that some anthropologists shared the psychologists' belief that to make statements about the psychological relevance of any description, the task the subject works on must be well defined (if only in terms of constraints arranged by the analyst).
With In view of their data-gathering techniques, students of folk classification are well advised to avoid psychological claims. Formal interviews on the similarities and differences in named objects or colors, and dictionary forays with the same ends in mind, cannot give strong data on how people are processing the information in question. In the terms of this paper, the task is ill defined from the points of view of either analysts or natives. When the distinctions the people make fall into a pattern, something interesting must be going on, but it is hard to know about it in any detail.
One of the most interesting statements about the current status and the future course of this effort has been offered recently by Rosch (60, 61).
Although her work has often been interpreted as defining a competence model for the kinds of conceptual structuring systems people have in their heads, Rosch has recently stated that: "the issues in categorization with which we are primarily concerned have to do with explaining the categories found in a culture and coded by the language of that culture" (61, p. 2) . She specifically rejects the idea that her research is designed to specify how the categories are processed. Before more detailed psychological statements can be made, the objects specified in the classifications would have to be detailed in terms of their use "in the events of everyday life" (p. 25). In line with this objective, Rosch has initiated a study of people's classification of events and objects in events. If it is the case that "events stand at the interface between an analysis of social structure and culture and analysis of individual psychology" (p. 27), then her future work will be of special interest to anthropologists.
Models of Native Decision Making
A third development in the literature growing out of ethnographic semantics has focused on decision making in everyday life. In assuming that members of a society do not simply have knowledge about cultural principles, but act in accord with them, decision theorists appear to be making a number of claims about psychological processes, but the exact status of cognitive psychological claims is often difficult to pin down, a situation which is mirrored in studies of social decision making by psychologists (68). In Goodenough's (37) classic discussion of Trukese residence rules, psychological claims are almost incidental. His concern was to show that the ethnographer must develop a theory of the choices available to the members of the particular culture. He suggests that the categories of residence and criteria of choice can be validated by using them to predict where actual married couples would choose to live or to predict where hypothetical couples would live and seeing if these predictions "would agree with those which members of society would also make for such hypothetical marriages" (p. In a study of fish sellers from a village neighboring the one studied by Gladwin, Quinn (57) has argued strongly in favor of the importance of verbal reports. Based on interview data alone, she addressed Gladwin's assumption that fish sellers make probability estimates. Quinn suggests a model of fish sellers' decisions which offers a "cognitively plausible" alternative to the assumption "that individual decision makers can and do construct probability distributions against which to assess the riskiness of uncertain decisions" (p. 3). Quinn does not test her alternative model against actual outcomes as did Gladwin, although she acknowledges the usefulness of such a test. Her argument is intended to demonstrate how verbal reports can be used in the initial modeling of economic choices. Quinn's argument that sellers do not construct probability distributions is based on her failure to find any mention of such a procedure by any of the individual sellers. Whether it better predicts economic behavior is left unclear because Quinn shifts the criterion, defending the new model on the grounds that it is more consistent with accounts of how decisions are made.
In order to evaluate the psychological claims in any of these studies of decision making, we must examine the suitability of interview data for making statements about cognitive processes. Verbal reports can say a great deal about the kinds of things it is possible to know about in a culture, and cognitive anthropologists have gone to great lengths to show how this can An important example of the dangers of drawing cognitive conclusions from interview data and decontextualized cognitive tests is available in the growing literature on navigational knowledge in Micronesia. For two decades now, T. Gladwin has been producing excellent descriptions of canoe voyages by Micronesians crossing hundreds of miles of open sea. He has also been using their navigational system to reach conclusions about their thinking. In the 1950s, before he began to study navigation, his conclusion was that Micronesians could not think abstractly (35) . In the 1960s, after his initial research on navigation, the conclusion changed to allow Micronesians abstract thought but an inability to plan (33). Finally, in East is a Big Bird (34), in many ways an excellent book, the last chapter discusses the thinking of the Micronesian, arguing now that navigators can think abstractly and clearly. They must organize elaborate plans for their voyages, but they do no more conceptual problem solving than they have to do; they don't think "heuristically." After extensive interviews, and a few small voyages, Gladwin concluded that navigation on Pulawat was a closed rote system of knowledge about sailing under local conditions. This fact, in conjunction with the results of some tests in which the navigators performed at the level of preadolescent minors, was the basis for Gladwin's claim that the navigators were nonheuristic thinkers who were given to solving intellectual problems only when there was no other choice.
Fortunately, Gladwin's analysis was followed by the work of Lewis, who increased the range of observation by going with the navigators for long trips to strange places under their guidance. In his exciting book, We the Navigators (48), Lewis shows that the Micronesian navigational system is not as closed as Gladwin reports. Taken far off course, the navigators were consistently able to reconstruct their location and the way home by an intensive study of the stars and waves about them in ways that Gladwin would characterize as reflecting heuristic thinking. Recently these skills were further displayed by a Micronesian navigating a canoe thousands of miles across Polynesia from Hawaii to Tahiti (49). This entire enterprise shows how the typical range of verbal reports, from open interviews to constrained psychological experiments, proves inadequate if it is not embedded in data gained from a more systematic analysis of the actual doing of the task in question.
CONCLUSION
In light of the many difficulties facing the ethnographer who seeks to make inferences about the cognitive processes of the people he studies, it is tempting to counsel retreat; the rumor that psychologists have been learning something recently that ethnographers need to know is false. Insofar as this conclusion depends upon the hope that psychologists have techniques which can determine "what goes on inside people's heads," such a retreat is more than warranted by the evidence.
However, in our opinion, the relevant contribution from psychology should not be sought in presumed privileged access to people's thought processes because it is not to be found there; rather the virtue of cognitive psychology is to be found in its procedures for limiting uncontrolled speculation about thinking. These procedures (the specification of task environment, behavior, and their relations) can yield plausible, warranted statements about the activities that organize the behavior we observe as long as the constraints on behavior are well described, by either experimental manipulation or intensive behavioral analysis. But with few exceptions, the theoretical statements which are cognitive processes for the psychologist are so limited in scope and predictive value that unless there is a special ethnographic interest in the task in question, the anthropologist is unlikely to wish to follow the psychologist in the quest for process specification.
In our view, the very extremes to which the psychologist is pushed are resources for the anthropologist. We believe that the ethnographer's question, "What is going on here?" is not different in kind from the psychologist's question, "What thought processes are involved in this task?" Rather, it differs in the level of context which is being questioned. In each of the substantive areas that we reviewed, crucial disagreement among anthropologists has turned exactly on this point-disagreement about what it is that people are doing in the task under study. In the modes of thought discussion, disagreement about task takes the form of arguments between "intellectualist, neo-Tylorians," and those who claim that the native task is not to explain the world in causal terms, but to exert social control; literacy is seen as a technology which fundamentally changes the structure of the information provided by the environment for thinking. In cognitive ethnography, the focus on native questions as a key to locating native tasks is a close analog to the psychologist's desire for task specification. Unfortunately, as Frake (28, p. 3) has pointed out, ... The notion that answers are there, that the job is to find the questions, while often cited, did not seem really to take hold. Frames began to be called eliciting frames, to be thought of not as contexts for behavior but as prods to behavior. The ethnographer rather than the informant (became) the questioner.
With the aim of substantiating cognitive claims, some anthropologists have increased the constraints on their tasks, but have fallen short of the critieria applied by psychology. In such cases, neither psychological nor ethnographic inferences benefit; the result is indeterminacy.
In our view, each of the lines of work reviewed here makes important contributions to our understanding of human thought. Most often, however, it is not thought-as-process but the content of thought which is the topic of inquiry. Although there is no room to discuss the matter here, we would claim that all but the most exacting of psychological cognitive research fits (albeit imperfectly) the same characterization.
In concluding we can do no better than cite Nadel's (53) wise comment ... unless the relations between social and psychological enquiry are precisely stated, certain dangers, all-too-evident in the anthropological and psychological literature, will never be banished. Psychologists will overstate their claims and produce, by valid psychological methods, spurious sociological explanations; or the student of society, while officially disregarding psychology, will smuggle it in by the backdoor; or he may assign to psychology merely the residue of his enquiry-all the facts with which his own methods seem incapable of dealing (p. 289).
And so it goes.
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